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We start our science quest We start our science quest 
with 7 ideas that open our with 7 ideas that open our 
minds from atoms to apples.minds from atoms to apples.
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 7 Ideas 7 Ideas

2- E/M1- Atoms 3- Light

6- R-wave

5- E 5- Energyrgy

77
GravityGravity 7 IDEAS
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Easy Science - 7 IdeasEasy Science - 7 Ideas
EZ EZ Lesson PlanLesson Plan

PREPPREP
a) Read ONE PAGER.a) Read ONE PAGER.
b) Read EZ Teacher Guideb) Read EZ Teacher Guide
d) Copy pages for the Students.d) Copy pages for the Students.

PRESENTATIONPRESENTATION
e) e) Check what students know about:  Check what students know about:  
atoms; electricity; magnets; light and  gravity?atoms; electricity; magnets; light and  gravity?
f) Present an overview to the Students  f) Present an overview to the Students  
including ONE PAGER & Teacher Guide Materials.including ONE PAGER & Teacher Guide Materials.
g) Choose pertinent “DO” experiments from Grades g) Choose pertinent “DO” experiments from Grades 
3rd to 6th Lesson Plan.  3rd to 6th Lesson Plan.  

POSTPOST
h) Students do, “TRY THIS” assignments.h) Students do, “TRY THIS” assignments.
i) Do “Integrate Science” Activity.i) Do “Integrate Science” Activity.

vvTeacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas

Note; 3rd to 6th Graders start with different  Note; 3rd to 6th Graders start with different  
understandings of Science.  We start with simple  understandings of Science.  We start with simple  
EZ Lesson Plan.  Teachers of more advanced  EZ Lesson Plan.  Teachers of more advanced  
student may wish to skip the EZ Lesson Plans.student may wish to skip the EZ Lesson Plans.



1) Everything on Earth is made of 1) Everything on Earth is made of AtomsAtoms..

2) Batteries make 2) Batteries make ElectricityElectricity..
 Outlet  Outlet ElectricityElectricity powers our homes.   powers our homes.  
  MagnetsMagnets have two sides (poles). have two sides (poles).

3) 3) LightLight beams and bounces. beams and bounces.

4) 4) LifeLife changes. changes.

5) 5) EnergyEnergy changes gas into go.  changes gas into go. 

6) Smartphones use 6) Smartphones use Radio Waves  Radio Waves  
  to make calls.to make calls.

7) 7) GravityGravity pulls things to the Earth. pulls things to the Earth.

Easy Science - 7 IdeasEasy Science - 7 Ideas
EZEZ ONE PAGER ONE PAGER

vivi Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



Easy Science - with 7 Ideas

1) Everything on Earth is made of 1) Everything on Earth is made of AtomsAtoms..

11Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



For more info see:For more info see:
https://spaceplace.nasa.gov/gumdrops/en/https://spaceplace.nasa.gov/gumdrops/en/

Put gumdrops on toothpicks to show  
how atoms join to make molecules.

DO - Edible Atoms

22 Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



Human bodies are mostly made of these atoms.

Note that the oxygen and hydrogen join to make  
water. People are about 75% (3/4th) water.

by mass

33Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



Easy Science - with 7 Ideas

2) Batteries make 2) Batteries make ElectricityElectricity.   .   
Many things are battery powered.Many things are battery powered.

DCDC

44 Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



2) Outlet 2) Outlet ElectricityElectricity powers our homes. powers our homes.

ACAC

55Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



2) Smartphones use  2) Smartphones use  
outlet outlet ElectricityElectricity to   to  
power batteries inside.power batteries inside.

66 Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



2) 2) MagnetsMagnets have two sides   have two sides  
called poles (North and South).called poles (North and South).
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3) 3) LightLight beams and bounces. beams and bounces.

Sunbeams are light.

Light bounces off mirrors.

88 Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



Easy Science - with 7 Ideas

4) 4) LifeLife changes. changes.

We see this when  
seeds grow into plants.

99Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



4) Life

Here are two more examples.

Tadpoles become frogs.

Larvas become butterflies.

1010 Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



Easy Science - with 7 Ideas

5) 5) EnergyEnergy changes gas into go.   changes gas into go.  

Fuel (gas) burns and engines move.Fuel (gas) burns and engines move.

1111Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



5) Energy

We see this with  We see this with  
trains, cars and airplanes.trains, cars and airplanes.

1212 Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



Easy Science - with 7 Ideas

6) Smartphones use  6) Smartphones use  
  Radio Waves Radio Waves to make calls.to make calls.

1313Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



Easy Science - with 7 Ideas

7) 7) GravityGravity pulls   pulls  
 things towards the Earth. things towards the Earth.

1414 Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



Easy Science - 7 IdeasEasy Science - 7 Ideas
3rd to 6th Grade  3rd to 6th Grade  Lesson PlanLesson Plan

PREPPREP
a) Read ONE PAGER.a) Read ONE PAGER.
b) Watch the Videob) Watch the Video
c) Read Teacher Guide.  c) Read Teacher Guide.  
 Prepare class presentation Prepare class presentation
d) Read Easy Science - 7 Waves d) Read Easy Science - 7 Waves 
 in the “Science Enlights” eBook.   in the “Science Enlights” eBook.  
 Select pages to use. Select pages to use.
e) Copy pages for the Students.e) Copy pages for the Students.

PRESENTATIONPRESENTATION
f) Present overview to the Students including  f) Present overview to the Students including  
 ONE PAGER and Teacher Guide Materi- ONE PAGER and Teacher Guide Materi-
als.als.
g) Read the eBookg) Read the eBook
h) Do experimentsh) Do experiments
i) Watch the Video   i) Watch the Video   

POSTPOST
j) Students do assignments.j) Students do assignments.
k) Do “Integrate Science” Activityk) Do “Integrate Science” Activity

1515Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas
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Easy Science - with 7 Ideas

1) Everything on Earth  1) Everything on Earth  
 is made of  is made of AtomsAtoms..

2) 2) ElectricityElectricity and  and MagnetismMagnetism    
 are related. are related.

3) 3) LightLight can bend,   can bend,  
 bounce and beam. bounce and beam.

4) 4) LifeLife changes. changes.

5) 5) EnergyEnergy changes form. changes form.

6) 6) Radio WavesRadio Waves are useful. are useful.

7) 7) GravityGravity attracts. attracts.

a) READ - ONE PAGER - Overview Text

1717Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



b) Watch Video
Easy Science - with 7 Waves.

1818 Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas

Welcome to the  
true story of Science  
- with Seven Easy Ideas
From Atoms Alone  
To Galaxy Glue.



Intro

Long ago people lived in caves.

Over time, people learn Science.

firefire

c) Teacher prepares for In-Person or On-Line Class.c) Teacher prepares for In-Person or On-Line Class.

1919Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



Today, we live in homes full of  
comforts, electronics and machines.

Science helps us understand our modern lives. 

Intro

2020 Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



1) Atoms

Atoms have positive bits in the center called protons.

Atoms have negative bits that circle above called electrons.  
Later, we will see why the word electron, sounds like  

electricity and electronics (digital devices).

2121Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



Everything we see is made of only 100  
different types of atoms called elements.

Different atoms have different numbers  
of positive protons and negative electrons.

This table shows all the elements. 

2222 Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



Atoms join together  
to make new chemicals called compounds.

Here are examples of compounds.

Groups of atoms that join together into compounds are called molecules. 

1) Compounds

Water - H2OWater - H2O

2323Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



Fart (methane)

SugarSugar

2424 Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



Atoms and compounds mix together.

We see this when we bake cookies.

1) Mixes

2525Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



Our dinners are mixes.

Cars and Airplanes are mixes too. 

2626 Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



2) Electro-Magnetism (EM)

We start to learn about EM with Lightning.
Lightning is electricity that turns into light.

2727Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



2) Battery Electricity

Batteries have electricity.

Batteries power toys,drones and smartphones.

2828 Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



Put a copper nail and a zinc nail in a lemon.   
Connect with banana clips to a light bulb.

One metal pulls negative charges from electrons.
The electricity flow through the lemon acid.

Electricity flows through wires, lights up the bulb  
and then flows to the positive side of the battery.

DO - Lemon Batteries

2929Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



2) Magnets

Magnets have two sides called poles.

Space around a magnet is called a field.

3030 Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



DO - Mag Fields
Purpose - Show magnetic fields

Materials.   - iron filings
   - cow magnet
   - cooking oil + jar

Steps.   1) What moves the iron bits?
  2) Pour cooking oil into clear glass jar. 
     3) Add small amount of 
iron filing to oil.
  4) Shake jar.
  5) Hold magnet near jar.
  6) Explain that the magnet pulls  
 the iron bits (filings).  We can see the magnetic field.

Related Topics.  Earth + Compass.  
    North and South Magnetic 
Fields.

3131Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



2) Home Electricity

Outlet electricity is made by  
turning wire coils near magnets.

Wow!  Electricity around the world is made  
by simply turning wires near magnets!

3232 Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



2) Electricity and Magnets

The reverse is true too.  Flowing electricity  
makes electro-magnets that power motors.

To recap,
 Electricity is made by moving wires near magnets.

3333Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



DO - e-Magnet
Purpose - See how an electromagnet works.

Materials.   - telephone wire
   - large nail  + paperclips 
   - battery + electricians tape

 Steps:   
 1) How are electricity and magnetism related?
 2) Wrap wire around nail as shown.    
 
 3) Cut plastic off of both end to show copper
 4) Use tape to connect one end of wire to battery
 5) Make small piles of paperclips
 6) Briefly touch the other wire to the battery.
 7) Explain when electricity flows, it makes  
   perpendicular magnetic fields.

 Related Topics.  Electromagnetic Spectrum,  
     Radio waves, Cell Phones 

3434 Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



TRY THIS! Electric Motors

What are examples of electric motors?

3535Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas

QUESTION



TRY THIS!  Electric Motors

What are examples of electric motors?

3636 Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas

ANSWER



3) Light

What makes Light?

3737Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



3) Light

What do we do with Light?

Selfies use light.
Cameras focus light to take pictures.

Screens glowScreens glow

Eyes SeeEyes See

3838 Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



4) Life

DNA turns lifeless atoms into life.

3939Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



4) Life

Cells are building blocks of life.

DNA is like cell software.  DNA makes cells.  DNA  
tells cells how to operate like nano-sized cell APPS. 

4040 Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



4) Life

We start as one cell...

... that turn into trillions of cells.

4141Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



4) Life

To recap.  Atoms change into molecules  
that DNA builds into cells.  Groups of cells  

become organs that work together to make us.

4242 Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



4) Life

Life changes!

Tadpoles become frogs.

Larva become butterflies.

4343Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



4) Life

Human babies grow into adults.

Vecteezy

4444 Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



5) Energy

Plants change sunshine into  
chemical energy of food and fuel. 

This is how atoms flow in photosynthesis.

4545Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



5) Energy

Fire changes chemicals in fuel into flame energy.

firefire

fuelfuel

ox
yg

en
ox

yg
en energy

energy
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5) Energy

Fuel and fire power trains, planes, and cars.

Rockets too.

4747Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



6) Radio Waves

What everyday objects use Radio Waves?

TRY THIS! Radio WavesTRY THIS! Radio Waves

4848 Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas

QUESTION



6) Radio Waves

What everyday objects use Radio Waves?

TRY THIS! Radio Waves

ANSWERS

Car Radio,Remote Car, Cellphone, WiFi, Blue Tooth

4949Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



7) Gravity

Big objects attract smaller ones.

The Earth attracts things like balls,apples and us.

5050 Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



7) Gravity

The Earth attracts the Moon.

The Sun attracts the Earth and Solar System.

5151Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



Recap,
Easy Science - with 7 Ideas Summary

1) Everything on Earth  1) Everything on Earth  
 is made of  is made of AtomsAtoms..

2) 2) ElectricityElectricity and  and MagnetismMagnetism    
 are related. are related.

3) 3) LightLight can bend, bounce   can bend, bounce  
 and beam. and beam.

4) 4) LifeLife changes. changes.

5) 5) EnergyEnergy changes form. changes form.

6) 6) Radio WavesRadio Waves are useful. are useful.

7) 7) GravityGravity attracts. attracts.

5252 Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



1) There are 1) There are Atoms:Atoms: in the Earth;   in the Earth;  
in our food and in us too. in our food and in us too. 

2) 2) ElectricityElectricity flows and makes   flows and makes  
magnets.  Wires turned near   magnets.  Wires turned near   
MagnetsMagnets make electricity.   make electricity.  

3) Without Sun3) Without Sunlightlight, space is dark. , space is dark. 

4) There are millions of  4) There are millions of  
different kinds of Earth  different kinds of Earth  
LifeLife that constantly change. that constantly change.

Recap,
Easy Science - with 7 Ideas

5353Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



5) We use different types  5) We use different types  
of of EnergyEnergy to power machines. to power machines.
(Electric Motors, Gas Car,  (Electric Motors, Gas Car,  
Jet Fuel Airplanes)Jet Fuel Airplanes)

6) 6) Radio WavesRadio Waves connect   connect  
people around the world  people around the world  
with smartphones and  with smartphones and  
the Internet.the Internet.

7) 7) GravityGravity attracts objects   attracts objects  
from apples and us to  from apples and us to  
the Moon and Earth.the Moon and Earth.

Recap,
Easy Science - with 7 Ideas
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What is a scI-Q Summary?

At the end of each section is a short scI-Q 
Summary that integrates how we practically  

use Science in our daily lives.
So much of Science is about bringing together 
people with different knowledges and skills.

For example, we have smartphones because of 
all the people who discovered glass and radio waves, 

invented batteries and microchips,  
created sensors, cell towers and Internets.  
Science comes together or integrates to  

make the many useful objects in our  
science fueled, high tech world.

5555Teacher - Seven IdeasTeacher - Seven Ideas



Back Cover
Easy Science - with 7 Ideas

Teacher Guide

Moving wires near Magnets make the AC  
Electricity that we have in our home outlets.  This is called 
Induction.  Electricity flows in wires that turn into electro-
magnets that make motors move.  We use electric motors  

in our home washers, dryers, fridges and other  
appliances.  On airplanes, Engines push planes forwards.  
Also, some of the engine’s power is used to turn wires  
near magnets to generate electricity.  People on planes  
use the electricity to power lights, move air, cook food  
and the all important in-flight entertainment screens.
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electricityelectricity
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We start our science quest We start our science quest 
with 7 ideas that open our with 7 ideas that open our 
minds from atoms to apples.minds from atoms to apples.
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Certainly science has a dark side, where it 
is turned into weapons.  Atomic Bombs are 
examples.  The same atoms are also used to 
make electricity.  Science is the essence of 
light too.  This is the story of seven ideas  
of science that make our world a better 
place to live.

iv Seven Ideas
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To the Readers:
Bits of Science (Sci-Bits) like  
puzzle pieces fit together to  
help us understand our world.

viiSeven Ideas

It is ok if you do not understand every word  
in this book.  Keep learning Sci-Bits to see  
the overall picture of how our world works.



Our ancestors lived in caves.

. Intro
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They learned Science.  They 
moved out of the caves  
and progress onwards.  

Here are 7 ideas of Science  
that enhance our lives.  

Science opens our eyes and 
encourages our curiosity to  
explore our world and beyond.

2Seven Ideas



1) Everything on  
earth is made of atoms. 

3

. Atoms Alone

. Combine into Compounds

. Mix Together

Seven Ideas



. Atoms Alone

Caves and everything else  
on earth are made of atoms.

4Seven Ideas



Caves are made from rocks.  Rocks  
break down to become sand.  What 
is sand made of?  Atoms.   
It is amazing to realize that 
everything around us is only made 
of about 100 different types of 
atoms called elements.  Oh, and by 
the way, that includes us as well.

Atoms have a center 
nucleus surrounded by 
electrons.

5  Seven Ideas



Combine into Compounds 

H 

H 

H 

H C 

6Seven Ideas

Atoms combine together to make 
new chemicals called compounds. 



7

 For example, oil is made of carbon 
(C) and hydrogen (H) atoms.  The 
same atoms under different heat 
and pressure make different  
materials.  C & H atoms also  
make sugar, coal and tar.  
Actually, everything alive  
contains carbon atoms.

The sun is made of atoms too.

Seven Ideas



Fuse and Fizz

8Seven Ideas



9

Fusion (Fuse)

Under extreme conditions in stars, small 
H atoms join together to make a new 
element, Helium (He).  When atoms join, 
energy is given off.  The sun is hot but  
it is not on fire.  It is powered by fusion.
H atoms join together to make bigger  
He atoms.  Yup, the stuff in party 
balloons is a by-product of what makes 
the sun shine.  That is, the sun gives off 
heat and light.  We see it as sunshine  
on earth.  That life giving brightness  
that is basic to life as we know it.  

To recap, when atoms join  
together energy is given off.

Seven Ideas



Fission (Fizz)

Interestingly, energy is also given off when 
atoms break apart. This is called fission.  
When uranium atoms break into smaller 
atoms, energy is given off.  This is the 
source of atomic energy.

Uranium atomic bomb 

Barium 

energy

Krypton

10Seven Ideas



11

That is, the energy from splitting 
uranium atoms is what powers atomic 
bombs and nuclear power plants.

Nuclear power plants use splitting atoms  
to heat water into steam.  The steam  
turns giant turbines to make electricity.
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2) Electricity and 
Magnets are related. 
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13

Electricity is made of moving  
electrons.  Just how is electricity 
made?  Simply move a magnet  
near wire or the reverse, move 
wire near magnets.  That`s it!

Falling water, coal fires, wind  
and nuclear energy are all  
used to turn wires near 
magnets to make electricity.

Induction 
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Electric motors work in reverse. Electricity flows 
through wire coils.  This makes an inner magnet  
that pushes against the outer magnets to make  
the motor move.  Magnets have two ends or poles. 
Just like how the earth has north and south poles. 
With magnets, same poles push apart and opposite 
poles attract each other.  It is the flow of  
electrons that turns coils of wire into magnets.
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Electronics 

As electricity flows, it also powers  
telephones, TV`s and other electronics.  
This includes computers.  Inside 
computers, electricity flows like 
mini bursts of lightning.  They 
flow along the linked lines of 
micro chips to compute data.
Data is stored in computer memories  
by turning electricity into micro  
magnets.  When the computer needs  
the data again, magnetic patterns  
are turned back into electricity.
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Electricity is also very bright.
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Electric Light

Electricity flows through a thin wire 
called a filament to make a light bulb glow.
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That is, electricity heats the  
thin wire until it is so hot, it glows.

This type of light bulb is called incandescent.

Electricity  In

Out
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This is another type of light  
bulb.  Electricity heats these  
mercury atoms until they make the 
white coating glow to give off light.  

These light bulbs use less electricity 
but give off more light.  These  
fluorescent bulbs last longer  
than the filament light bulbs. 
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Lights do more than just turn on and off.
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3) Light can bend, 
bounce and beam. 

. Refract

. Reflect

. Shine 
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It is hard to explain just 
what light is.  It is easier 
to see what light can do.  
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Light bends or refracts through  
a prism.  The white light separates  
into the different colors of a rainbow.
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. Refract

Light bends or refracts 
through glass lenses to 
focus images in cameras.
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Here is an example of how light bends.

The pencil is really straight but it looks 
bent because light bends in the water.

Light also bounces.
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. Reflect

We see our reflection because 
light bounces off mirrors.

Similarly, the moon and 
planets don`t have their  
own light sources.  We 
see them because they  
reflect light from the sun.
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In this picture, sunlight bounces off this 
lake to reflect the mountain and trees.  

The sun is our main source of light.
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. Shine 

To recap, the sun is not on fire.
inside the sun, H atoms join into  
He atoms.  Sun fusion gives off  
energy and light.  We see sun-
shine  
and feel sun beams on earth. 
Scientist think the sun is over 4  
billion years old.  It is believed  
to be middle aged.  So, hopefully,  
it will shine for at least 4  
billion more years.  
The sun is very hot.
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Glow sticks work the same way.

Light made by life is called biolumines-
cence.

Light is also entertaining.

29

Light can be cool too.  Some creatures like fireflies  
and jellyfish make their own light.  Inside their bod-
ies, special cool chemicals mix together to make light. 
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At the movies, light shines from 
the projector`s light bulb. Light 
focuses through lenses, bounces 
off the screen and into our eyes.

FL1 - Mattia Luigi Nappi
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When we watch movies on our electronic  
screens, electricity turns into lights that  

energize color scenes into stories we connect with.



Some movies are about dinosaurs.
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4) Life Changes

. Evolution

. Fossils

. Fossil Fuels 
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. Evolution

Mammoth

Elephant
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Over time, life changes or  
evolves.  We know about ancient 
life because of fossils.  Living  
animals are different than  
their distant ancestors.
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As fascinating as fossils are, they are  
only glimpses of how the world once was.  
Before fossils were discovered people 
thought that the world has always been  
the same.  Fossils show us how  
life changes or evolves over time.

Ammonite Nautilus
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. Fossils
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Before they became part of rocks,  
creatures like dinosaurs were  
actually alive.  Fossils show interesting 
life forms.  We wonder with awe and 
curiosity what the world was like back 
then.

Why is oil called a fossil fuel?  
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. Fossil Fuels

Remember how everything 
alive has carbon atoms?  
Let`s go back in time 
to millions of years ago. FL
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Ancient ocean life - like plankton  
and fish - died.  It settled on the  
bottom of the shallow seas.  The  
layers of carbon and hydrogen  
remains were covered over with sand.  

Over time, heat and pressure turned 
the carbon into oil and natural gas. 

Also, ancient land plants died  
and piled on top of each  
other to become coal. 

This is why oil, natural gas  
and coal are called fossil fuels.

Over millions of years the earth 
changed.  The ancient sea sand  
turned into buried rocks with  
pockets oil and gas.  
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How did our ancestors learn about oil?  
Oil floats on water.  Even though it is 
buried deep underground, overtime small 
amounts of oil seep through cracks in 
the rocks.  Oil makes its way to the sur-
face.  Ancient people used oil to water-
proof bowls and boats.  Our ancestors 
learn that oil burns. 
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Today, people drill holes into the 
earth to get oil and natural gas.
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5) Energy 
Changes Form

. Fuel Burns
 
. Fire Triangle

. Engines Move
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. Fuel Burns 
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Wood has C atoms.
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When fuel burns, it changes 
chemical energy into the  
heat and light energy of fire.
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Since caves, humans use fire to cook and heat our homes.



Fire has three parts like a 
triangle.  The C atoms in the  
fuel quickly combine with  
oxygen atoms from the air.   
When the atoms join they  
give off heat and light. 

. Fire Triangle
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Fire gives machines power.
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. Engines Move

Controlled bursts of burning gas push 
pistons down to make car engines move.  
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In a jet engine, air  
comes in, burns and  
then quickly pushes 
out.  

FL1 - Jeff Dahl
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It is the energy from the burnt  
fuel that pushes the plane forward.  

Radio waves helps keep planes  
from crashing into each other.
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6) Radio Waves 
Are Useful 

Radio Wave Dish
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. Radar

. Radio

. Wireless
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. Radar

Radar sends out radio waves.  Some of the 
waves reflect off of objects like airplanes.  
The reflected waves return to the radar 
station.
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Bounced radio waves turn into blips on the 
radar screen.  They show the planes location 
and distance.  Radar controls airplane traffic.

Planes and ground stations  
use radios to communicate.
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. Radio

Guess what radios use?  Yup!  They 
use radio waves.  Radio waves are 
`cousins` to light.   These waves are 
called `electromagnetic` or EM.  
They are made of tiny electric and 
magnetic parts.

electricity

magnet
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Different types of EM waves vary in length.  
Radio waves are longer than light waves.  
Light waves are the size of microscopic  
bacteria.  Radio waves vary in length from 
meters to kilometers.  That is, radio  
waves can be as long as mountains are high. 

light radio

FL1 - Tatoute and Phrood
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How are radio waves made?
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To recap, electricity makes magnets move in 
a motor!  Quickly turning electricity on and 
off turns the magnets on and off too.   
Turning magnets on and off makes radio 
waves.  Changing how fast the magnets go  
on and off changes the type of radio waves. 

radio waves
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Radio stations have numbers based on the  
frequency or number of waves per second.

FM

AM

MHz

kHz



Radios don`t need wires.  It is 
why they are called `wireless

Radio waves flow 
from antennas.  
Radio waves flow 
through air and 
space.  They are 
received by the 
receiving antenna.  
Car radios work 
this way too.
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. Wireless
WiFi is type of wireless communication.  
It uses radio waves to connect  
computers together.

56

Smartphones also use wireless technology.
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In a coverage area called a cell, there 
is a base station.  Tower antennas send 
and receive our voices, text and  
pictures using wireless radio waves.  
This is how our `cell` phones work.

Apple makes i-phones.
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7) Gravity is Attractive.

. Apples Fall

. Earth Orbits

. Galaxy Glue
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. Apples Fall

Real apples fall to the earth 
because gravity pulls them 
down.  Gravity is what keeps 
our feet on the ground too.
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Gravity is the pulling power where 
heavier objects pull on or attract 
lighter ones.

N
A
SA
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. Earth Orbits

Gravity is why the moon  
circles the earth.  It is  
also why the earth goes  
around or orbits the sun.

N
A

SA
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All the planets in our solar 
system orbit the sun because 
of gravity.
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. Galaxy Glue

Our solar system is part 
of a galaxy that turns 
together in space because 
of gravity.  Gravity is the 
“glue” that keeps it all 
together.
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Milky Way Galaxy
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Our Milky Way Galaxy spiral turns or 
revolves together in space because of 
gravity.  Our galaxy echoes with distant 
Radio Waves that hint at the origins of  
everything in the universe.
Energy constantly changes forms.  Deep 
within stars, small atoms continue to join 
into bigger ones.  They give off heat  
and light.
Stars shine like countless Christmas Tree 
lights on the endless canvas of space all 
around us.  From our star, Sunlight  
powers life on earth, even as that life 
evolves.  Earth spins and makes often 
changing sunny or stormy weather.

Conclusion
- Revolve and Evolve
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Lightning strikes from sky to Earth as 
electricity finds its way back to ground.
The ground and all life on it are made of 
atoms.  Over time, the ground is heat-
ed and pushed into rocks and mountains.  
Caves form.  Caves are also symbols of 
where humans, our ancestors, once  
lived.  Dark caves show us what life  
would still be like without Science.

The essence of Science is using knowledge 
like these seven ideas to better all of our 
lives!  As Science enables worldwide 
communication, may we embrace that  
we are all on this revolving and  
evolving adventure together!
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7 IDEAS VIDEO Script
WELCOME TO — Science with 7 Easy Ideas
i-1) There is science in space…  i-2) and in sunshine.
i-4) Science is in everything from dark to the light.
i-5) Welcome to the true story of Science - with Seven Easy Ideas
From Atoms Alone To Galaxy Glue
1-1) ONE, Everything on earth is made of atoms.
1-2) Actually, everything we see is only made of less  
than 100 different types of atoms.
1-3) Atoms combine together to make new chemicals called compounds.
Living things are mostly made of these atoms  That includes, plants, animals and 
us.  The sun is made of atoms too.
1-4) Inside stars, small H (Hydrogen) atoms join together to make a new element, 
He atoms (Helium).  When atoms join, energy is given off. This makes the sun hot 
but it is not on fire. This is called, Fusion. So, when atoms JOIN together, Energy 
is given off.
1-5) Interestingly, Energy is also given off, when atoms BREAK apart. This is 
called Fission. When Uranium atoms break into smaller atoms, Energy is given 
off.  The Energy from splitting uranium atoms powers atomic bombs and electrici-
ty power plants. How is Electricity made?
2-1) TWO, Electricity and Magnets are related
2-2-1) Want to know a Secret, just turning wires near Magnets to make Electricity!
2-2-2) “It’s that simple! All the AC Electricity around me is made JUST this Way.”  
Water…… Steam…….. And Wind powers, all turn the wires near magnets to 
make the electricity.
2-3-1) The Reverse, makes electric motors move.
2-3-2) Electricity flows in wires, makes a magnet that pushes on other magnets to make 
motors turn. Wow!   These all move because of electric motors.
2-4-1) Do you know? The earth is a giant magnet too. 
I see this with a compass.
2–4-2) Electricity and magnets also make Electronics work.
2-4-3) Digital means bits of electricity that power computer chips.
2-4-4) Disk Drives work with Magnets.
2-5) Next, Electricity makes light in Light bulbs.
3-1) THREE, LIGHT, Bends, Bounces and Beams
It is hard to explain what light is. It is easier to see what light does.
3-2) Light bends. We see this with prisms.  Also, when light  
goes from air to water.  Lenses bend light to take pictures too.
3-3) Light also bounces.  Light reflects in mirrors. And lakes.
Also, we see the moon because it reflects the suns light.
The sun gives off light.
3-4-1) With hot fusion, the sun gives off light or shines.
The sun should shine, for Four Billion years more.
3-4-2) Some light uses cool chemicals to make its own light.
3-5-1) Light is also why we see.  3-5-2) With light, we also see movies.
3-5-3) Some movies are about dinosaurs.
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4-1) FOUR, Life Changes.  It is Amazing, that dinosaurs and other creatures once 
lived on earth.  4-2) Over time, life changes or evolves.
4-3-1) Fossils show us glimpses of interesting life forms of the past.
We wonder, at how the world changes over time.
4-3-2) Why is oil called a fossil fuel?
4-4-1) Let`s go back in time to millions of years ago.
4-4-2) As ancient sea life dies, it settles on the ocean floor.  
Get covered with sand.
4-5-1) Over time, heat and pressure, turn the carbon into oil & natural gas.
4-5-2) Oil is buried deep underground. How do our ancestor learn about oil?
4-6-1) Overtime, oil seeps through rock cracks up to the surface.  
Ancient people learn that oil burns.
4-7-1) Today, people drill holes into the earth to get oil and natural gas.
4-7-2) We use oil and gas as fuel to get energy.
5-1) FIVE, Energy changes Form  5-2-1) Fuel has Carbon atoms from ancient life. 
5-2-2) When fuel burns, chemical energy changes into the heat energy. 5-3-1) Fire 
has three parts.
5-3-2) Fuel C (Carbon) atoms quickly combine with air, O (Oxygen) atoms.
5-3-3) When the atoms join, they give off heat and light.
5-3-4) Fire powers machines.  5-4-1) for example, Controlled bursts of burning 
gas, push pistons down to make car engines move.
5-4-2) In a jet engine, air comes in, burns & then quickly pushes the plane forward.
5-4-3) Radio Waves help keep planes from crashing into each other.
6-1) SIX, Radio Waves Are Useful!
6-2-1) Radar sends out Radio Waves. Some of the waves reflect off of objects like airplanes. 
The reflected waves return to the radar station.  
6-2-2) Bounced radio waves, on radar screens, help keep planes safely apart.
6-2-3) Planes and ground stations use radios to communicate.
6-3-1) Guess what Radios use? Yup! They use Radio Waves.
6-3-2) Radio Waves can be as long as mountains are high.
6-3-3) Radios don`t need wires. It is why they are called `wireless`.
6-4) WiFi is another wireless communication. It uses Radio Waves to connect computers 
together. 6-5) Smartphones use Radio Waves to make calls.
6-6) i-Phones are made by Apple. Why do apples fall off trees?
7-1) SEVEN, Gravity is Attractive
7-2-1) Real apples fall to the earth because gravity pulls them down.
7-2-2) Gravity is what keeps our feet on the ground too.
7-2-3) Gravity is pull power. Heavy objects pull on or attract lighter ones.
7-3-1) Gravity is why the moon, circles the earth.
7-3-2) It is also why the planets go around or orbits the sun.
7-4) Our solar system is part of a galaxy that turns together in space,  
because of gravity. Gravity is the “glue” that keeps it all together.
C-1) To Close. Gravity is Attractive  C-2) Radio Waves Are Useful  C-3) Energy changes 
form  C-4) Life Changes. C-5) Light - Bends, Bounces & Beams
C-6) Electricity and Magnets are related C-7) Everything on earth is made of atoms. 
C-8) Today, Our world is CHANGING!
C-9) Science helps us make sense of these world changing events..
C-10) Daily, digital objects get more powerful.  Also, computer  
controlled machines and Robots are doing more jobs.
C-11) Knowing science helps me adapt and thrive to the flood of tech changes!



This is the simple story of science from  This is the simple story of science from  
atoms and oil to waves and wireless.  Inside atoms and oil to waves and wireless.  Inside 
this book, seven easy to understand ideas this book, seven easy to understand ideas 
are explored.  For it is science that brings are explored.  For it is science that brings 
light to night and improves our lives.light to night and improves our lives.
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VIDEO

Science is important to our lives! 
1) Air flows in circles that make our seasons.
2) Water flows from high mountains to  
 low seas and back again. 
3) Food flows from the eaten to the eaters.
4) Energy flows from fuel to our planes,  
 cars and rockets.
5) Heat flows from hot to cold.
6) Data flows to power our digital  
 devices and cyber silicon age.
7) With DNA, lifeless atoms,  
 assemble into live cells.

b) Watch Video
Easy Science - with 7 Flows.
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7 FLOWS VIDEO Script

i-1) Welcome to Easy Science with 7 Flows
i-2) Every minute, life needs air.  There are more atoms in a 
breath of air then the number of breathes of air on earth.
i-3) Water covers about 2/3rd of the Earth.  
About 2/3rds of our bodies are water too.
i-4) Food is the fuel of animals and us!
i-5) Applied energy is power from the Sun and machines to 
ourselves. 
i-6) Uneven heat is the source of our seasons
i-7) Data is the electronic heart beats to our digital devices.
i-8) Let’s see, 7 flows of Lively Science!
(ONE PAGER without text, Air, Water, Food, Energy, Heat, 
Data, Life Flows)

1-1) ONE, Air
Long ago, earth had no oxygen.  (Hadean Eon)
1-2)  (Blue-Green Bacteria/Algae) Later, Life evolves that 
exhales oxygen.
1-3) Over time, oxygen builds up around the world (text, 
atmosphere). (Picture N2 = 78%, O2 = 20%)
1-4) Special microbes turn Nitrogen in the air into soil 
fertilizer that are plant vitamins (text, Nitrogen Fixation)
1-5) (Forest) Fire burns oxygen.  Animals and us breathe in 
oxygen.  Our cells use oxygen to “burn” food bits into energy.
1-6) Earth’s atmosphere (Text, 100km thick) pushes on us 
with air pressure
(text, 14.7psi)
1-7) Sun shines on the earth unevenly (show earth tilt and 
spin).  
Air with different amounts of heat causes our seasons and 
weather. (Show storms and sunny days)
1-8) Air moves clouds that are full of water too.

2-1) TWO, Water
The source of Earth’s water may have been ancient comet 
crashes.
2-2) Earth’s first life evolves in the oceans.
2-3) The sun powers the water cycle.   Sea water evaporates.  
Clouds move over land.   Rain falls and flows down into rivers 
and back to the sea.  This circle (water cycle) waters our plan-
et, plants and people along the way.
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2-4) Different sun heat causes different states of water.  
(show ice, liquid water and steam)
2-5) Things dissolve in water.  This is critical to life  
(show plants, animals and people drinking).
Cells need water to function.   
We also use water with soap to keep us clean.
2-6) Water can wear away mountains (text, erosion).  
Overtime, flowing water made the Grand Canyon.
2-7) With gravity, water flows from high to low places. 
We see this in our homes (show tap, use, drain)
2-8) Water helps us prepare our food too.

3-1) THREE, Food
Food is chemistry in action for life.
3-2) Solar powered plants, turn sunshine into sugars (text carbs).
Plants store energy as carbs like fruits and veggies.
3-3) Animals eat the plants.  Animals turn carbs into energy.
Animals store energy as fat.
3-4) Omni eaters like people eat both plants (text, carbs) and animals 
(text, fats and proteins).  We get carbs and vitamins from plants.  We 
get fats and protein from meat.
3-5) Much of our bodies are made of protein.  Here are some exam-
ples. (muscles, organs, tissues?)
Cells use proteins (show amino acids) like work orders to do things 
like: digest food; (show one -amylase,lipase, pepsin), help us grow 
(hormones) and fight germs (show antibodies).
3-6) Humans have about 5 Liters of blood cells.
Every day, blood flows in a circle around our body more than a 1,000 
times.
3-7) Nature is full of makers (plants) and takers (animals).
All life is connected in a food web from microbes to me.
3-8) We get our energy by eating food.

4-1) FOUR, Energy
Plants change sunshine into chemical energy.
4-2) Fire changes chemicals in fuel into flame energy.   
(Text, combustion)
4-3) Fire and Fuel power: planes; trains and cars.
Rockets too!
4-4) With Gravity, high things have potential energy.
This is why, mountain water wants to flow to the sea.
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4-5) Moving things have kinetic energy.
We design cars carefully because they can crash.
4-6) Some big storms (text, weather) have attitude and energy like 
hurricanes and typhoons.
4-7) Electricity and magnets make electrical motors move.
(motors in fridges, washing machines and air con)  
Also, electricity powers our lights and electronic (digital) devices.
4-8) Energy is the oomph that makes things move.
From muscles, motors and more (examples)
Energy is often hot!

5-1) FIVE, Heat
Heat is the flow of energy from Hot to Cold.
5-2) Temperatures measure how much heat energy objects have.
5-3) Here are three ways that heat flows:  Rays, Touch and Circles.
5-4) Sun Rays (text, EM Radiation) shine through space  
to warm our Earth.
5-5) Heat flows when things touch. (Text, Conduction)
Like (gas) flames to metal pots and pans to cook our food.
5-6) Heat flows with circles in air and water. (Text, Convection)
Like when we boil water. (Show convection currents)
Furnaces heat and blow air around our warm homes.
Heat flows in other circles in our cool fridges and air cons.  
(show compressor cycle).
5-7) (Show Earth Tilt) Sunshine heats the earth unevenly.  This 
causes hot and cold seasons.  Heat flows in Air circles (text, 
Coriolis Effect) to make our weather.  Currents of water flow from 
hotter to cooler places too. (show English current)
5-8) We collect data to understand Nature’s Storms. (Example, 
typhoons, tornadoes, monsoon, Snow Blizzard etc)

6-1) SIX, Data Flows
We see how data flows when our senses, sense our world.
We send signals to our brains.  We think and then tell our muscles 
to move.
6-2) We input (type on keyboard, scan, USBs)  
data into our computers.
6-3) Like brain cells, our (computer chips) digital devices  
are powered by (text transistor) gates and flows of e-bit pulses.
Data flows like clockwork driven by electrical heart beats.
6-4) Inside our electronics (examples), we assemble data into info 
outputs.  We send texts, write (documents and) books, hear (music) 
sounds and see videos.  
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2All this is cyber sync’s into real-time parades of multimedia digital 
data flows.
6-5) This data changes from electricity bits to magnetic storage to 
light from screens.  
Data flows, fluently among these different forms of energy.  Con-
stantly, the dynamic data changes form and then back again.
6-6) For examples, think of the dance of our digital data, when we 
use our smartphones.  Data goes from e-bits to RF Radio Waves to 
colorful displays (screens) full of fun digital meanings.
6-7) The front face of our reality is defined by interfaces with real 
and virtual data flows.  Where cascades of cyber codes augment and 
enhance our on-line lives.

7-1) SEVEN, Life Flows
It is amazing how my DNA changes lifeless atoms into full-of-life 
me.
7-2) I interface with my environment for the things I need (show air, 
water and food).
7-3) Life chemistry flows when I turn air, water and food into my 
energy (text, respiration).
7-4) Think of the complexity, as my tens of trillions of separate cells, 
all work together to keep my life going. 
Blood flows (with Air, Water and Food Bits) to keep me alive.
I breathe, drink and eat. (Show breathing, circulation and digestion 
systems.)
7-5) Same is true of every life form. (text, biodiversity)
7-6) We do Not own our atoms.  One day all life dies including us.  
Our well-used atoms return to nature - ready for reuse. (show decom-
posers)
7-7) While we are alive, May we marvel at our self-thinking minds.  
As we think about the miracle of how Science flows with Life.

C-1) Now to Close!  Air flows in circles that make our seasons.
C-2) Water flows from high mountains to low seas and back again 
(River Water flows to Seas.  Evaporation  clouds) 
C-3) Food flows from the eaten to the eaters that connect the world 
wide Food web.
C-4) Energy flows from fuel to our planes, cars and rockets.
C-5) Heat flows from hot to cold.
C-6) Data flows to power our digital devices and cyber silicon age.
C-7) With DNA, lifeless atoms, assemble into live cells. 
C-8) With 7 Flows, Science is Awesomely important to our lives! 
(ONE PAGER with text, Air, Water, Food, Energy, Heat, Data, Life 
Flows)
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4) Power i-1

Power Power   
-Windows to Wheels-Windows to Wheels

Science links POWER Science links POWER 
from making glass  from making glass  
windows, then boiling windows, then boiling 
beer to connected  beer to connected  
Steam Pumps and  Steam Pumps and  
Engines.Engines.

Front CoverFront Cover

This impacts  This impacts  
our world as people our world as people 
change from being change from being 
farmers to working  farmers to working  
in steam powered in steam powered 
factories.factories.



Parts Description             
i)   Intro - Power
1)   Blow Windows
2)   Brewer Boilers
3)   Coal Burns
4)   Steam Pumps 
5)   Iron Products
6)   Steam Power
7)   Wheels Propel
C)   Conclusion

Table of Contents

4)  Poweri-2

Without Power,
Muscles lift within limits. 

With Science we understand Power
And how to move machines and ourselves.  

4) Power  
-Windows to Wheels



Welcome to  
Tech Links of Power!

i-3

From glass windows  
to iron train wheels.

4) Power



This is the true story  
where the sands of time or  
at least sand becomes glass. 

i-4 4)  Power



Coal fuels fires.  Also,  
expensive brass objects are  

replaced by practical iron ones.

i-54) Power



Where heated  
water becomes steam...

i-6 4)  Power



That powers a revolution.  

i-74) Power



There are links from the past  
to our present tech objects. 

i-8 4)  Power



i-94) Power

Let’s start our story  
- From Windows to steam  
powered Wheels - with a  

substance we can see through. 



ONE,  Blow Windows
For thousands of years, glass  

is made by melting these  
together with lots of heat. 

1-1 4)  Power

Glass is made of sand, soda, 
lime and smashed glass  

pieces called cullet. 



Long ago, the Romans use pipes 
to blow glass to make lots  
of cups, bottles and bowls.

1-24) Power



Later, people learn to blow  
a big glass bubble and spin it.   
The flat, round, crown glass is  

cut into small shapes for windows. 

1-3 4)  Power



Next, people make hot,  
huge cylinders of blown  

glass to make larger windows. 

1-44) Power



Today, window glass is made  
by floating on hot tin but  
that is a different story.  

1-5 4)  Power



Hundreds of years ago,  
glass workers drink beer  

to keep cool.  Also, it helps the 
workers not get sick from the 

smoky fires that melt the glass. 

1-64) Power



What is the beer made of?

1-7 4)  Power

How is the beer made and  
how does this connect to our tech today?



TWO, Brewer Boilers

Beer makers mix together,  
grain, hops, water and yeast.

2-14) Power



Next, the mash is boiled in  
giant copper vats called kettles. 

2-2 4)  Power



Later, finished beer is  
put into glass bottles. 

2-34) Power



At first, the beer and glass  
bottle makers use wood as fuel. 

2-4 4)  Power



In Europe, so many people burn wood, 
the forests about run out of trees. 

2-54) Power



Many businesses, like beer & bottle 
makers, start using coal as fuel. 

2-6

  Where does the coal come from?

4)  Power



THREE,  Coal Burns
We go back hundreds of millions  

of years ago, before the dinosaurs.  

3-14) Power

  This is a time of amphibians and giant  
insects called the Carboniferous Period.



Massive plants grow  
in the hot rain forests  

that cover the land. 

3-2 4)  Power



When the huge plants die,  
they pile up on top of each  
other in layers called peat. 

3-34) Power



For “Pete’s Sake” or is  
that “Peat`s sake”, over  
time, the layers of plant  
peat get covered up with 

sand.  With heat, pressure & 
time, the peat turns into coal. 

3-4 4)  Power



Much, much later, 
people find that they 

can burn the coal for fuel. 

3-54) Power



Miners dig deeper  
and deeper into the earth  
to get the coal and ore. 
There is a big problem!

3-6 4)  Power



The mines flood with water. 

3-74) Power



FOUR, Steam Pumps  
Thomas Newcomen comes  

up with an idea  
to fix the flooded mines.  

4-1 4)  Power



He burns coal in a beer  
brewer`s boiler to get steam.  

4-24) Power

Boiler

STEAM



He uses the steam to push  
a piston that moves up  

one side of the Steam Pump.

4-3 4)  Power



Cold water sprays into  
the piston and makes a  
vacuum.  This pulls the  
other side up, to pump 
 water out of mines. 

4-44) Power



The Steam Pump uses a  
see-saw motion. The pump  

works ok but burns lots of coal.

4-5 4)  Power



The steam pump sells  
pretty well.  Many mine  

owners buy them. 

4-64) Power



But there is a problem.  Pump  
cylinders are made out of  

expensive brass.  A cheaper  
and stronger material is needed. 

4-7 4)  Power



FIVE, Iron Products
At first, Abraham Darby makes  
brass cooking pots.  Next, he  

discovers how to turn coal into cleaner 
coke.  He uses coke to fuel giant  

blast furnaces to make iron products.

5-14) Power



He makes lots of cooking pots  
and other things out of iron. 

5-2 4)  Power



5-34) Power

Iron pots are made that  
cook blubber into whale oil  

used to light homes.



5-4 4)  Power

He also makes boilers, cylinders  
and pistons for Steam Pumps. 



5-54) Power

For about 50 years, Steam Pumps 
drive water out of deep mines. 



5-6 4)  Power

A Steam Pump model is used  
to teach university students.  
One day the model breaks.



The broken model is given to  
the university’s repairman to  
fix.  His name is James Watt.

5-74) Power



SIX, Steam Power
While James Watt fixes the 
model, he notices something. 

6-1 4)  Power

The Steam Pump uses only one  
cylinder for both hot and cold.  

This wastes a lot of energy.



6-24) Power

Aha!  Watt`s brilliant idea  
is to add another cylinder  

to separate the hot and cold. 

Watt`s new Steam Engine uses 75%  
less coal to push water out of mines.



6-3 4)  Power

 His new designs cost  
3/4ths less to run & are  

four times more powerful  
than the steam pump.

James works on his design 
improvements for 10 years!



6-44) Power

Watt partners with Matthew 
Boulton who owns a factory  

with engineers too.

A guy named “Iron Mad”  Wilkinson  
makes accurate, iron pistons  

and cylinders for steam engines.



Boulton and Watt continue to  
improve their Steam Engines. 

The biggest “wow” moment  
happens when the back and  

forth pistons turns round wheels. 

6-5 4)  Power

In their first 25 years,  
they make 500 Steam Engines.



  The turning motion is very  
useful to move machines

for businesses like  
brewers, textiles and potteries.

6-64) Power

Steam Engines still pump  
water out of mines.  Also, they  

pump fresh water to people who live 
in large cities for indoor plumbing.

Steam powered spinning machines.



Steam Engines power so  
many factories, they cause  
an Industrial Revolution.  

6-7 4)  Power

But powerful steam engines can do more!

Steam powered weaving machines.



SEVEN, Wheels Propel
Richard Trevithick gets  

the idea to make a steam  
engine push an iron train. 

7-14) Power



 Paying passengers get a  
short ride on a circle track  

at his Steam Circus in London.

7-2 4)  Power



Later, there is a race  
to be the world’s first  

commercial train. The place  
is in England on train tracks  

between Liverpool & Manchester. 

7-34) Power

1929 Rainhill Train Race



A train named 
“Rocket” win the race. 

7-4 4)  Power
George Stephenson`s train named Rocket.George Stephenson`s train named Rocket.  



Next, Trains are very successful.   
Soon trains and tracks spread  
throughout England & Europe. 

7-54) Power

Km



Later, steam engine trains 
spread across the world.

7-6 4)  Power

Trans-Siberian Railway is 10,000 Km long.

USA Transcontinental Trains shorten trips from  
the East to West Coast from 6 months to 6 days.



Steam also powers huge ships...

7-74) Power

and some of the first cars. 



8-1

Now days, other types  
of engines power our  

modern people movers: 

4)  Power

But Steam is still  
important to modern living.

jet engines

car petrol
engine

train diesel
engine



8-2

Steam still makes our coffee,  
cooks much of our food  

and helps iron our clothes. 

4) Power



8-3

Sunshine heats water that  
turns into steam & evaporates.

4)  Power

This is part of the Water Cycle.This is part of the Water Cycle.



8-44) Power

Steam generates most  
of the world`s electricity.

Steam turns turbines.



8-5 4)  Power

This includes coal or nuclear  
power that makes the steam  

that turns the turbines  
to generate our electricity. 



4) Power C-1

To Close,
Glass windows are once made  

by people with blow pipes. 

And lots of heat to melt the glass.



C-2 4)  Power

Hot glass workers  
drink beer to keep cool. 



C-34) Power

Brewers make beer in  
steaming hot copper boilers. 



C-4 4)  Power

Steam Pumps use  
boilers to push water  
out of flooded mines. 



C-54) Power

Next, Boulton & Watt make Steam 
Engines which power factories. 

At this same time,  rich farm  
owners make changes that cause  

many poor farmers to lose their jobs.
Many people move to cities to work  
in the new steam powered factories.

sa
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C-6 4)  Power

In the past, steam  
boilers on wheels, push 
trains around the world. 



C-74) Power

Today, steam, still makes  
much of our electricity.



C-8 4)  Power

Glass, beer and steam connect 
through time with Power  

from Windows to Wheels. 

Heat changes water into steam.  It  Heat changes water into steam.  It  
expands to power factories around the world.expands to power factories around the world.



4 - POWER,  One Pager

C-94) Power
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4 - POWER
Windows to Wheels VIDEO!

4)  PowerC-10

Main Points
1) Pipe Widows
2) Brewer Pots

3) Peat Coal
4) Pumps

5) Iron Products
6) Steam Power
7) Wheels Propel

PowerPower



C-114) Power

i-1) Welcome to Tech Links with (Steam) Power  From this … to these …
i-2) This is the true story where the sands of time, or at least sand, becomes glass.
i-3) With coal fueled fires.  That help replace brass objects with iron ones.
i-4) Where heated water becomes steam   i-5) That powers a revolution.
i-6) There are links from the past to our present tech objects.
i-7) From Windows to steam powered wheels.
 Let’s start with a see-through substance.
1-1) ONE, Pipe Windows  Glass is made by melting these together with lots of heat.
1-2) The Roman blow glass on a pipe to make lots of cups, bottles and bowls.
1-3) Later, people learn to blow a big glass bubble and spin it.
The flat, round glass is cut into small shapes for windows.
1-4) Next, Hot, huge cylinders of blown glass make larger windows.
1-5) Today, glass is made by floating on hot tin , but that is a different story.
1-6) Hundreds of years ago, Glass workers drink beer to keep cool. Also, it  
 helps the workers not get sick from the smoky fires that melt the glass.
1-7) How is the beer made?
2-1) TWO, Brewer Pots Beer makers Mix these together in giant copper vats.
2-2) Next the mash is boiled 2-3) Later, finished beer is put into glass bottles.
2-4) At first, the Beer and glass bottle makers use wood as fuel.
2-5) In Europe, so many people burn wood, the forests are about to run out of trees.
2-6) Many businesses, like beer and bottle makers, start using coal as fuel.
2-7) Where does the coal come from?
3-1) THREE Peat Coal
3-2) Hundreds of millions of years ago, before the dinosaurs. Massive plants grow over the hot earth.
3-3) When the huge plants die, they pile up on top of each other in layers called peat.
3-4) For “Pete’s Sake”! Over time, the layers of plant peat get covered up with   
 sand. With heat, pressure and time, the peat turns into coal.
3-5) Much, much later, People find that they can burn the coal for fuel.
3-6) As coal miners dig deeper and deeper into the earth, there is a big problem!
3-7) The mines flood with water.
4-1) FOUR, Steam Pumps
 This guy comes up with an idea to fix the flooded mines.
4-2) He burns coal in a Beer Brewers Boiler to get steam.
4-3) He uses steam to push up one side.
4-4) The other side is linked to a piston that drives a pump to push water out of mines.
4-5) The steam Pump works with a see-saw motion. The pump works ok but burns lots of coal.
4-6) The steam pump sells pretty well. Many mine owners buy them.
4-7) But there is a problem. Pump cylinders are made out of expensive brass.  
 A cheaper and stronger material is needed.
5-1) FIVE, Iron Products  This guy Turns coal into coke and makes iron products.
5-2) He makes lots of pots and other things out of iron.
5-3) He also makes steam pump cylinders out of iron.
5-4) For about 50 years, steam pumps drive water out of deep mines.
5-5) This university has a model of the steam pump to teach students.
5-6) One day the pump model breaks.
5-7) The Broken model is given to the University’s Repairman.

4 - POWER
Windows to Wheels VIDEO! - Script



4)  PowerC-12

6-1) SIX, Steam Power
 While he fixes the model, he notices something.
6-2) The Steam Pump uses one cylinder for both the hot and cold cycles. 
 This wastes a lot of energy.
6-3) Aha! Watts brilliant idea is to add another cylinder to separate the hot and cold.
6-4) Watts new Steam Engine costs less to run but is more powerful  
 than the Steam Pump.
6-5) The new Steam Engines sell well.  
6-6) Bolton and Watt improve their engines.
 They make the back and forth piston turn a round wheel.  The  
 turning motion is very useful for businesses like textiles and potteries.
6-7) Steam Engines power so many factories, they cause an  
 Industrial Revolution But powerful steam engines can do more!
7-1) SEVEN, Wheels Propel
 This guy gets the idea to make a steam engine push iron train wheels.
 His first try fails as the L shapes iron rails break and the boiler leaks.
7-2) He does get his train working.
 Paying passengers get a short ride on a circle track at his Steam Circus.
7-3) Later, There is a competition to be the world’s first commercial train.  
 The race is in.  England on train tracks between these two cities.
7-4) This guy and his train named Rocket win the race.
7-5) Next, Trains are very successful. Soon trains and tracks  
 spread through out England and Europe.
7-6) Later, steam engine trains spread across continents and across the world.
7-7) Steam also powers ships and some of the first cars.
 Steam power is still important to our world too.
8-1) Nowadays, other types of engines power our modern  
 people movers: cars, trains, and planes.
8-2) Steam still makes our coffee  and Cooks Much of our food
8-3) But Steam is still powerful today too.
8-4) Steam generators make lots of the world`s electricity.
8-5) Here are examples
C-1) To Close,
 Glass windows are once made by people with blow pipes.
C-2) Hot glass workers drink beer to keep cool.
C-3) Brewers make beer in steaming hot boilers.
C-4) Steam pumps use boilers to push water out of flooded mines.
C-5) Next, Bolton and Watt make steam engines which power factories.
C-6) In the past, Steam boilers on wheels push trains around the globe.
C-7) Today, steam, still makes much of the energy for our modern world.
C-8) When we see through glass, we connect through time with  
 Power from Windows  to Wheels.

4 - POWER
Windows to Wheels VIDEO! - Script
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Inside this book is Easy Science: Ideas; Flows and Inside this book is Easy Science: Ideas; Flows and 
Powers for 3rd to 6th Grade Teachers.  Science Powers for 3rd to 6th Grade Teachers.  Science 

Ideas open our eyes from atoms alone to galaxy glue.  Ideas open our eyes from atoms alone to galaxy glue.  
Science flows all around us.  Its in our air, water and Science flows all around us.  Its in our air, water and 
food.  Science flows from separate atoms into life food.  Science flows from separate atoms into life 

systems like us.  Science is in the applied energies of systems like us.  Science is in the applied energies of 
powers that move our machines and digital devices. powers that move our machines and digital devices. 

Our world is complicarted but basic Science  Our world is complicarted but basic Science  
is easy to understand!is easy to understand!


